We consider the distributed channel allocation problem in multi-radio mesh networks as it is crucial for emerging large-scale deployment scenarios (e.g., Taipei) and coping with spatio-temporal variations in available channels (e.g., due to external interference, exploit spectrum "white" spaces). Channel allocation involves assigning (mapping) channels to radio interfaces to achieve interference reduction and efficient channel utilization while ensuring network connectivity. This problem is non-trivial in the typical case where the number of radio interfaces per node is smaller relative to the number of available channels. The distributed case is even more challenging because of the channel dependency among the nodes [1] . To address the channel dependency problem and ease internodal coordination, existing approaches impose some type of restriction on network structure or channel assignment, which leads to inflexible and inefficient channel allocation. For instance, ADC protocol [2] assigns a common channel to an interface at every node and uses negotiation among nodes for assigning channels to the remaining interfaces to reduce overall interference. While this approach ensures connectivity, the common channel not only can become a bottleneck but also lead to inefficient utilization of limited number of available channels. Moreover, the negotiation-based protocol causes high overhead. Other approaches place restrictions on the network structure (e.g., tree in [1] ) or assign different roles to individual interfaces at a node (e.g., transmit/receive in [3] ), resulting in inefficiencies with diverse traffic patterns. Recent proposals use alternative approaches such as game theory [4] or coding [5] ; the former restricts each node to participate in only one session, whereas scalability is an issue for the latter.
II. OVERVIEW OF LEARNING-BASED CHANNEL ALLOCATION PROTOCOL (LCAP)
We propose a novel approach to distributed multi-radio channel allocation that is based on learning and a protocol following this approach (termed LCAP). Each node in LCAP independently and iteratively learns the channel allocation using a probabilistic adaptation algorithm that ensures network connectivity while reducing interference. Key enabler of the proposed approach is a novel neighbor discovery mechanism that exploits the mesh network deployment model in practice while being compliant to the 802.11 standard. LCAP addresses the limitations of prior work by not placing any restriction on network structure or traffic patterns, while being localized and negotiation-free for scalable operation. a) Neighbor Discovery: To autonomously adapt and learn the channel allocation, each node must be able to discover every other node within its communication range even when the two nodes do not share a common channel. For this, we propose using the access interface available at each node and employ a mechanism similar to the Dynamic Frequency Selection (DFS) mechanism in 802.11h standard. Specifically, a "quiet period" is scheduled on the access interface of a node periodically to send HELLO messages (including neighbor and channel usage information) on channels not used by mesh interfaces 1 . Supposing that there M channels and I mesh interfaces (assigned to I different channels), the quiet period is divided into slots to scan through and send HELLOs on all (M -I) channels. In cases where access and mesh interfaces operate on different bands, we assume that access interface is multi-band capable, which is common with current commodity hardware. Note that the above mechanism does not require any time synchronization between nodes. Our evaluations show 1 HELLOs are also periodically sent on the mesh interfaces over the configured channels, as usual.
978-1-4244-3968-3/09/$25.00 ©2009 that the aforementioned mechanism results in fast neighbor discovery in presence of interference and fading, and across a wide range of channel/band switching delays. b) Probabilistic Adaptation: "Channel Set" (defined as a subset of channels of size equal to the number of radio interfaces at a node) is the main tuning parameter in LCAP. Each node has a learning automaton [6] that associates a probability vector with possible channel sets such that the sum of the probabilities equals 1. The probability vector is updated periodically using a Linear Reward-Penalty (L R−P ) reinforcement scheme. At each updating round, the L R−P scheme needs information on the goodness of the currently used channel set. To determine the quality of a channel set, we define a cost metric (details omitted due to space limitation) that reflects the delay incurred for communication with neighbors when using that channel set. Latest neighborhood and channel usage information is used to compute the metric for each possible channel set. The above adaptation algorithm attempts to minimize the overall delay, which implicitly reduces interference while also ensuring connectivity 2 . We incorporate an "stickiness" optimization to improve the algorithm convergence. Specifically, we allow learning or exploration until a channel set that provides connectivity to all neighbors is found. If connectivity is disrupted (e.g., due to a node join), we let the exploration resume. We also employ adaptive periods for updating probability vectors and sending HELLOs in order to further improve convergence times and also to reduce the protocol overhead. c) Simulation-based Evaluation: We have evaluated LCAP performance and convergence using QualNet simulations in comparison with the ADC protocol [2] and single channel scenario with varying number of channels, radios, network size and traffic patterns. Here we present a small set of representative results to show the effectiveness of LCAP. These results correspond to a 802.11 mesh network with 25 randomly distributed nodes in a 1000mx1000m field, fixed physical layer transmission bit-rate of 6Mbps across all channels, 4 mesh interfaces per node (each allocated a distinct channel from 12 channels in 5GHz band) and 1 access interface per node (operating on a channel from 2.4GHz 2 Note that disconnection with a neighbor results in infinite delay to that neighbor. band). Figure 1(a) shows the evolution of connectivity and interference with time. Connectivity is measured as the size of the maximum connected component. Note that we seek connectivity as in a single channel network (i.e., preserving links to all neighbors within communication range). Interference measure is calculated as the difference in utilization (in terms of number of interfaces assigned to a channel) between the most used channel and the least used channel -a lower value based on this measure is better to reflect even distribution of interference across all available channels. Note that connectivity with neighbors is better captured by the interference metric because the aforementioned connectivity metric only considers network-wide connectivity (for which nodes forming a tree is sufficient). Clearly, LCAP converges faster than ADC and relatively provides a large reduction in interference. This results in significant gains in terms of delay and throughput with both single-hop (Figure 1(b) ) and multihop traffic (Figure 1(c) ) scenarios. Note that the multihop traffic pattern involves 10 CBR/UDP traffic sessions and resembles an Internet access scenario with 4 randomly placed gateway nodes sending CBR/UDP traffic with 1KB packets to (10) randomly selected non-gateway nodes with varying rate. We use OLSR with the CATT metric [7] for routing. Nonuniform nature of traffic pattern and the resulting hotspots near the gateway nodes explains difference in throughput and delay performance between single-hop and multihop traffic scenarios.
